
 

TOP TIPSTOP TIPSTOP TIPSTOP TIPS    

1. Lots of oral counting- forwards and backwards. Ask your child to start at a number and stop when they 

get to a specific number, for example ‘Start at 23 and count backwards to 18’. 

2. When out and about talk about the numbers you see. If you use the number 15 bus ask your child what 

number comes before 15, and after etc. 

3. When working on addition or subtraction ask your child to explain 

they count on or back? Did they use their number bonds knowledge? Did they use doubles? 

4. Involve your child in activities at home that provide them with a real context for maths (see activities 

below for examples) 

 

ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION 

• Use a large empty egg carton as a counting tool to practice addition and sub

place objects in the slots, and use the em

• Addition or subtraction bowling using empty plastic bottles. Bowl and add the totals of pins 

toppled in 2 tries. Or bowl and write the subtraction equation, eg 9 pins, 4 hit 9

• Create addition equations using dominoes (adding the spots on both sides)

family for the domino. For example

All the facts for this fact family are 3 + 2 =5,   2+ 3=5,  5

• Beat the Parent- to encourage fast recall of basic addition and subtraction facts. Have the facts 

you are working on written on flashcards, how fast can your child answer them all? Can they 

beat your time? Can they beat their own time?

PRACTICAL ACTIVITIESPRACTICAL ACTIVITIESPRACTICAL ACTIVITIESPRACTICAL ACTIVITIES    

• Talk about the calendar with your child. Look forward to and countdown to special events such as 

birthdays, and holidays. Count the weeks and days to an event, and determine which day it will 

fall on. 

• Help your child develop time skills by incorporating the clock into their schedule. At home, talk 

about the time that you do certain things, go to a club or a bedtime schedule (Example: Brush 

Teeth at 7:00; Bedtime story at 7:10; Bed at 7:30). Create a post

and hang it in your child’s bedroom. Begin with easy times (O’clock), and gradually progress to 

more difficult times (half past).

• Involve your child in activities at home that use measurement such as DIY projects. Bake 

your child and have them read recipes and measure 

• When out shopping ask your child to help you count of the correct money needed for items. Can 

they work out how much change you would get?

• Play board games as a family! Many of them encourage math development. Yahtzee (basic 

addition), Connect Four (problem solving), Card Games (basic addition and subtraction and 

ordering numbers), Monopoly (money), and Battleship (coordinate graphs) are just

mention. 

 

forwards and backwards. Ask your child to start at a number and stop when they 

get to a specific number, for example ‘Start at 23 and count backwards to 18’.  

When out and about talk about the numbers you see. If you use the number 15 bus ask your child what 

number comes before 15, and after etc.  

When working on addition or subtraction ask your child to explain howhowhowhow they worked out an answer. Did 

r back? Did they use their number bonds knowledge? Did they use doubles? 

Involve your child in activities at home that provide them with a real context for maths (see activities 

ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT ADDITION & SUBTRACTION     

empty egg carton as a counting tool to practice addition and sub

place objects in the slots, and use the empty slots to count up to/from     

Addition or subtraction bowling using empty plastic bottles. Bowl and add the totals of pins 

d in 2 tries. Or bowl and write the subtraction equation, eg 9 pins, 4 hit 9

Create addition equations using dominoes (adding the spots on both sides)

family for the domino. For example 3 + 2 = 5.     

family are 3 + 2 =5,   2+ 3=5,  5-2=3,  5-3=5      

to encourage fast recall of basic addition and subtraction facts. Have the facts 

you are working on written on flashcards, how fast can your child answer them all? Can they 

? Can they beat their own time?     

Talk about the calendar with your child. Look forward to and countdown to special events such as 

birthdays, and holidays. Count the weeks and days to an event, and determine which day it will 

elp your child develop time skills by incorporating the clock into their schedule. At home, talk 

about the time that you do certain things, go to a club or a bedtime schedule (Example: Brush 

Teeth at 7:00; Bedtime story at 7:10; Bed at 7:30). Create a poster with your child of your schedule, 

and hang it in your child’s bedroom. Begin with easy times (O’clock), and gradually progress to 

more difficult times (half past). 

Involve your child in activities at home that use measurement such as DIY projects. Bake 

your child and have them read recipes and measure out ingredients.  

When out shopping ask your child to help you count of the correct money needed for items. Can 

they work out how much change you would get? 

Play board games as a family! Many of them encourage math development. Yahtzee (basic 

addition), Connect Four (problem solving), Card Games (basic addition and subtraction and 

ordering numbers), Monopoly (money), and Battleship (coordinate graphs) are just

forwards and backwards. Ask your child to start at a number and stop when they 

 

When out and about talk about the numbers you see. If you use the number 15 bus ask your child what 

they worked out an answer. Did 

r back? Did they use their number bonds knowledge? Did they use doubles?  

Involve your child in activities at home that provide them with a real context for maths (see activities 

empty egg carton as a counting tool to practice addition and subtraction.  Simply 

Addition or subtraction bowling using empty plastic bottles. Bowl and add the totals of pins 

d in 2 tries. Or bowl and write the subtraction equation, eg 9 pins, 4 hit 9-4=    

Create addition equations using dominoes (adding the spots on both sides). Then write the fact 

        

to encourage fast recall of basic addition and subtraction facts. Have the facts 

you are working on written on flashcards, how fast can your child answer them all? Can they 

Talk about the calendar with your child. Look forward to and countdown to special events such as 

birthdays, and holidays. Count the weeks and days to an event, and determine which day it will 

elp your child develop time skills by incorporating the clock into their schedule. At home, talk 

about the time that you do certain things, go to a club or a bedtime schedule (Example: Brush 

er with your child of your schedule, 

and hang it in your child’s bedroom. Begin with easy times (O’clock), and gradually progress to 

Involve your child in activities at home that use measurement such as DIY projects. Bake with 

When out shopping ask your child to help you count of the correct money needed for items. Can 

Play board games as a family! Many of them encourage math development. Yahtzee (basic 

addition), Connect Four (problem solving), Card Games (basic addition and subtraction and 

ordering numbers), Monopoly (money), and Battleship (coordinate graphs) are just a few to 


